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Teaching Business Writing
• As teachers of writing, particularly in business disciplines, we
strive to prepare our students in the classroom for authentic,
real-world writing spaces.
• Often our prime objective is “Transferability” – helping students
take learned skills and strategies from the classroom into multiple
future writing spaces though adaptive and flexible thinking.

Transfer of Writing Skills

• “Learning Transfer Theory”
• How an individual can demonstrate skills/strategies in different and
adaptive ways, even in new or unfamiliar contexts (Nowacek, 2011)

• Most “transfer” research focuses either on writing by students or
writing done by those with “writer” in their job title
• Less research focuses on the writing done by other employees or those new
to the workplace

Workplace Writing
• Many studies and college courses generalize “Workplace Writing”
as a singular, homogenous activity
• There are as many modes of workplace writing as there are job-types, all of
which differ in goal, audience, and medium/genre.

• Classrooms often struggle to model authentic and relevant writing
assignments, instead opting for broader assignments (Dias,
Freedman, Medway, and Pare, 1999)
• Classrooms also tend to focus on more traditional (but sometimes outdated)
writing modes, i.e. formal memos or the business letter.

Typical Cycle of an Emerging Writer
• Anson and Forsberg (1990)
• Expectation
• Confidence from successful writing in academic writing spaces
• Disorientation
• Anxiety from new writing context clashes with expectation
• Compounded by negative or nonexistent feedback
• Transition and Resolution
• Begins when students/writers recognize attained skills and strategies
and can transfer to new contexts
• Not guaranteed, dependent on individual initiative and institutional
support

Archive of Workplace Writing Experiences
• A digital archive of interviews focused on authentic workplace
writing experiences
• Uses established practices of metacognition to detail important
moments of transfer
• Attempts to examine how transfer occurs across
disciplines/fields
• Attempts to reduce “Disorientation” phase by highlighting (for
interviewee, students, educators, and employers) authentic
moments of struggle and successful strategies in composition,
revision, and feedback

Archive of Workplace Writing Experiences
• Interviews with workplace writers (not professional writers or
educators) across disciplines
• Ask questions such as:
• What is your writing process? How are writing “assignments” or tasks are given
to you, what the steps do you take, from the start of the project to completion?
• Were you familiar with the genres you are now asked to compose when you
were a student? If so, how did this affect your approach to them in the
workplace?
• What practical steps did you take in the office to overcome early writing
challenges? (For example, looking at documents by other writers in the office,
asking questions of more senior writers, or seeking out professional training.)

Archive of Workplace Writing Experiences
• Interview format allows us to examine:
• Gaps between perception (at all stages – student, new employee,
established workplace writer) expectation, and experience
• Gaps between the modes and authenticity of writing in-classroom
and in the workplace
• Skills which were useful/transferred and those which were
not/did not
• Successful best practices for achieving efficacy as workplace
writers, for seeking help/mentorship as young writers, and for
adapting to new writing contexts, and for providing and processing
feedback

How the Interviewee Sees It

•Example: Interview with Marketing Manager at
Motley Fool, 2016
•“Do you perform any preparation before you
write?”

How the Interviewee Sees It
“Yeah, usually if I have to write something myself, I take a
look at other, what we call our controls, basically looking
at pieces of marketing that have done really, really well,
or pieces of marketing that I might admire in some way
because it’s persuaded me, and then I use that as a
springboard for writing whatever I’m writing. I usually use
a template – take the template approach but if you’re a
seasoned copywriter you might spend a lot of time
thinking about an idea over a period of weeks and months
until you actually put the pen to paper.”

How the Interviewee Sees It
• “Are you able to identify a change in your writing style between
college and your time writing in the workplace and, if so, to what
would you attribute the shift?”

How the Interviewee Sees It
“I guess it has changed because my mindset has changed. When you are in
college your client is your professor and when you’re in the workplace,
your client should be the person you’re selling towards, your prospect or
even your member depending on who you’re marketing to, but often it’s
much more complex. You’re actually writing to a bunch of different
audiences – you’re writing to your prospect who’s your key audience, but
then you’re also writing because you want to fulfill something… you have
an idea that you want to prove, your coworker has his ego, there are so
many players in the game. So it’s not just a 1:1 relationship anymore – it’s
like one to infinite. We could have a really successful piece of marketing
and someone at work will say this is garbage, I hate it…you shouldn’t be
running it. You just have tons of audiences – much more than I think you’d
imagine.”

How We See It
• Interviewee was able to identify successful research and pre-draft writing
strategies:
• Brainstorming
• Looking at past successful models
• Rhetorical analysis of previous models
• Critical Thinking
• Adapting to multiple/varied audiences

• Greater focus on these skills, for example, can help create transfer-ready
assignments for marketing students
• Hearing these experiences can help employers aid in transition into workplace

How the Interviewee Sees It

• Example: Interview with Foreign Affairs Officer, Department of
State, 2017
• “Were you familiar with [the modes and forms in which you are
asked to write] before you started working there?”

How the Interviewee Sees It
“It took a bit to get adjusted to the Department of State’s writing
style which emphasizes always using active tense…staying away
from passive sentences. They place a strong emphasis on brevity, I
guess, so it’s supposed to be short, declarative statements. And
now, it changes with the administration, who’s in charge … they’ve
started introducing new limits on what we can write, so you … if
we’re sending something up to the Secretary of State, they’ve
mandated that it not be longer than two pages, which is fairly
normal. Everybody says nobody has any longer than that to read, so
it’s been unofficial policy to keep things shorter, but now it’s
getting more official.”

How we see it
• Interviewee was able to identify important skills in their writing modes:
• Style/Tone
• Writing to Genre expectations
• Editing for Concision
• Grammar/Mechanics Editing
• Adapting to new audiences

• Greater focus on these skills, for example, can help create transfer-ready
assignments for students interested in Govt/Political careers
• Hearing these experiences can help employers aid employees in transition into
workplace

Value of the Archive
• Students
• Access to authentic writing experiences, directives, strategies

• Educators
• Potential models for more authentic curriculum development,
metacognition, and transfer

• Industry/Employers
• Models for successful and relevant feedback, smoother transition for
employees into new writing spaces

What’s Next?
• An initial phase of 10 interviews has been conducted 2016-present
• 20-40 interviews in total will be conducted in Phase 1 through 2017
• Launch of the digital archive in Summer 2017, opened to the public
• Transcription and coding (for easy cataloging and tagging of key terms,
trends, learning goals, and writing modes) of all interviews
• Qualitative data – an “exit” survey will be conducted with interviewees
following the interview
• Interviews and data will be used to develop new curricula, lesson plans,
individual assignments, etc.
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Questions or Suggestions?
• Jessica McCaughey, George Washington University
Washington, DC
jessmcc@gwu.edu
• Brian Fitzpatrick, George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
bfitzpa2@gmu.edu

Thank you for your time!

